Abstract. Weakly median graphs, being de ned by interval conditions and forbidden induced subgraphs, generalize quasi{median graphs as well as pseudo{median graphs. It is shown that nite weakly median graphs can be decomposed with respect to gated amalgamation and Cartesian multiplication into 5{wheels, induced subgraphs of hyperoctahedra (alias cocktail party graphs), and 2{connected bridged graphs not containing K4 or K1;1;3 as an induced subgraph. As a consequence one obtains that every nite weakly median graph is l1{embeddable, that is, it embeds as a metric subspace into some R n equipped with the 1{norm.
In this paper we continue to elaborate on a structure theory of graphs based on two fundamental operations, viz., Cartesian multiplication and gated amalgamation. While Cartesian multiplication is a standard operation, gated amalgamation seems to appear only in the context of median graphs and their generalizations; cf. 4, 6, 8, 23, 27] . An induced subgraph H of a graph G is called gated if for every vertex x outside H there exists a vertex x 0 (the gate of x) in H such that each vertex y of H is connected with x by a shortest path passing through the gate x 0 ; cf. 18]. Then G is a gated amalgam of two graphs G 1 and G 2 if G 1 and G 2 are (isomorphic to) two intersecting gated subgraphs of G whose union is all of G:
A graph with at least two vertices is said to be prime if it is neither a proper Cartesian product nor a gated amalgam of smaller graphs. For instance, the only prime median graph is the two{vertex complete graph K 2 ; see Isbell 21] and van de Vel 26] . More generally, the prime quasi{median graphs are exactly the complete graphs; quasi{median graphs were introduced by Mulder 23] and further studied in 14, 28, 8] . The pseudo{median graphs form yet another class of graphs for which the prime members are known; see Bandelt and Mulder 6] . Unfortunately, the latter class is not closed under Cartesian multiplication and does not include all quasi{median graphs. In order to overcome these de ciences we consider here the somewhat larger class of weakly median graphs, previously studied by Chepoi 10, 11] Note that all bridged graphs are weakly modular; cf. 10, 7] . A graph is called bridged if G does not contain any isometric cycle of length greater than 3, that is, each cycle of length greater than 3 has a shortcut in G; see Soltan and Chepoi 25] and Farber and Jamison 20] .
Bridged graphs can easily be constructed since, according to 1, Corollaries 2.4 and 2.6], they admit certain vertex elimination schemes (relaxing simplicial elimination for chordal graphs). Now, a weakly median bridged graph (i.e., a bridged graph in which the rst two graphs of Fig. 1 are forbidden induced subgraphs) is prime exactly when it has at least two vertices and does not have any cut vertex, that is, it is either K 2 or two{connected. This is an immediate consequence of the following two elementary facts: rst, a gated subgraph cannot intersect any triangle just in a single edge, and second, in a two{connected bridged graph any two non{adjacent vertices having a common neighbour w are connected by another path within the neighbourhood of w; in consequence, two{connected bridged graphs do not have any proper gated subgraphs other than singletons. Furthermore, all wheels (whether bridged or not) are prime weakly median graphs; an n{wheel (n 4) consists of a cycle of length n and a \central" vertex adjacent to all vertices of the cycle. Finally, all multipartite graphs of the form K i 1 ;i 2 ;i 3 ;::: (with 1 i j 2) di erent from K 1 ; K 1;2 ; and K 2;2 are prime weakly median graphs. A particular instance is the {octahedron K 2;2;2;::: (or hyperoctahedron, for short), which is the complement of the disjoint union of 3 copies of K 2 : For convenience, we refer to induced subgraphs of hyperoctahedra as to subhyperoctahedra when they contain either K 4 or an induced 4{wheel K 1;2;2 (that is, whenever they constitute 1{skeletons of at least 3{dimensional polyhedra). Figure 2 for an instance of a scale 2 embedding. The graphs with scale 1 embeddings in hypercubes are thus the isometric subgraphs of hypercubes (characterized in 17]). Recently, Shpectorov 24] has proved that a nite graph is l 1 {embeddable if and only if it is an isometric subgraph of the Cartesian product of hyperoctahedra and \half{cubes" (which are obtained from one parity half of a hypercube, with two vertices being adjacent exactly when their distance in the hypercube equals 2). To decide whether a given graph G is l 1 
Proof of Theorem 1
We commence by establishing a number of auxiliary results. Unless stated otherwise, The next four lemmas provide the necessary information on gated hulls and isometric cycles in G: A prism is the Cartesian product K 2 2K 3 of K 2 and K 3 ; and a house is obtained from a prism by deleting one vertex.
Lemma 2. The convex hull of an induced (i) house, (ii) 5{cycle, (iii) 4{wheel, respectively, in G is a (i) prism, (ii) 5{wheel, (iii) subhyperoctahedron, respectively.
Proof. Assertion (i) is obtained from 6, Lemma 4] and its proof.
Let C be an induced 5{cycle. Since G is weakly median there exists a common neighbour z of three vertices of C; two of which are adjacent with the third one being opposite to them. Then C and z constitute a 5{wheel, for otherwise, an induced house arises whose convex hull would not be a prism. If there is yet another vertex y in G adjacent to two non-adjacent vertices on C; then we would get either one of the forbidden induced subgraphs (see Figure   1 ) or an induced house whose convex hull is not a prism.
An induced 4{wheel can be extended to a maximal induced subhyperoctahedron H in G: Clearly H is included in the convex hull of this wheel. Suppose that H is not convex: then there exist two non{adjacent vertices u and v in H with a common neighbour y outside H: As H together with y does not induce a subhyperoctahedron, there exist two distinct vertices w and x in H which are not adjacent to y: Since both u and v are common neighbours of w and x; the ve vertices induce the third or fourth graph of Figure 1 , giving a contradiction. 2 Lemma 3. Induced 5{wheels and convex subhyperoctahedra containing an induced 4{cycle are gated in G and do not contain any proper gated subgraph.
Proof. In view of the preceding lemmas it su ces to show that induced 5{wheels and subhyperoctahedra are {closed. Clearly they do not have any proper gated subgraphs.
Suppose that W is an induced 5{wheel which is not {closed. Then two adjacent vertices u and v of W have a common neighbour y outside W: If, say, u is the central vertex of W; then y must also be adjacent to the two common neighbours of u and v in W in order to avoid forbidden subgraphs. This, however, contradicts the fact that induced 5{wheels are convex.
Therefore u and v are peripheral vertices of the wheel. Let z be the central vertex of W; and let t be the vertex opposite to the edge uv on the cycle. If d(t; y) = 3; then as G is weakly median the two vertices of W di erent from t; u; v; z would have a common neighbour with y; which is necessarily outside W; contrary to convexity. Hence d(t; y) = 2; and so (again as G is weakly median) there exists a common neighbour x of t; y; z; which is impossible by what has just been shown.
Let H be a convex subhyperoctahedron which is not {closed. Then there exists a vertex y outside H such that the neighbours of y in H form a complete subgraph K of size at least 2. Consider any induced 4{cycle C in H: If two vertices of K belong to C; then we would obtain an induced house the convex hull of which includes induced 4{wheel, which is impossible. Therefore y and any vertex pair from K together with two (suitably chosen) non-adjacent vertices on C induce the rst graph of Figure 1 , a contradiction. 2 Lemma 4. There are no isometric odd cycles in G of length greater than 5.
Proof. Suppose the contrary, and choose a cycle C having minimal length among all isometric odd cycles of length at least 7. Let C consist of the vertices x 0 ; : : : ; x 2n and edges x i x i+1 (i = 0; : : : ; 2n; indices modulo 2n + 1): Since x 0 and x 1 are at distance n from x n+1 ; they have a common neighbour y 1 with d(y 1 ; x n+1 ) = n ? 1 (because G is weakly median). Further, x 2 and y 1 have a common neighbour y 2 with d(y 2 ; x n+1 ) = n ? 2: Continuing this way, we eventually obtain a shortest path x 0 ; y 1 ; : : : ; y n?1 ; x n+1 such that each y i is adjacent to x i (i = 1; : : : ; n ? 1): Observe that each y i is actually di erent from x i+1 because d(x 0 ; x i+1 ) = i + 1 but d(x 0 ; y i ) = i: Now, a shortest path y n?1 ; y n ; : : : ; y 2n?3 is constructed as follows: let y i be a common neighbour of y i?1 and x i+2 with d(x 0 ; y i ) = 2n ? i ? 2 for i = n; : : : ; 2n ? 3: Again, each y i (i n ? 1) must be di erent from x i+3 : We claim that the cycle induced by x 0 ; x 1 ; : : : ; x n?1 ; y n?1 ; y n ; : : : ; y 2n?3 is isometric. Indeed, suppose that for some i = n; : : : ; 2n ? 3 the distance from y i to one of x i?n+1 ; x i?n+2 is smaller than n ? 1:
Then d(x i+2 ; x i?n+1 ) < n or d(x i+2 ; x i?n+2 ) < n would follow, con icting with the isometry of C: This proves the claim. Since the new isometric cycle has length 2n ? 1; we must have n = 3 by virtue of the initial minimality assumption. Thus, x 0 ; x 1 ; x 2 ; y 2 ; y 3 induce a 5{cycle with y 1 in its convex hull. Hence, by Lemma 2, x 2 and y 1 are adjacent. Now, by interchanging the roles of x i and x 8?i for i = 1; 2; 3 we obtain yet another 5{wheel with central vertex y 1 ; so that x 6 and y 1 must be adjacent as well. This, however, implies d(x 2 ; x 6 ) = 2; a nal contradiction. 2 Lemma First suppose that H is not convex. Then by Lemma 1, we can nd non-adjacent vertices x; y in H having a common neighbour z in H and another one, v; outside H: We may assume that v; x; y; z are chosen so that the smallest cycle of H containing x; y; z (guaranteed by two{connectedness) has minimal length. Then choose a path P from x to y avoiding z such that the sum of all distances from z to the vertices of P is minimal. It is not di cult to see that, as H is bridged, the path P lies entirely in the neighbourhood of z: Since induced 4{cycles in G are necessarily convex (as 4{wheels are forbidden), P has length at least 3. By the initial minimality assumption x and y are the unique vertices on P adjacent to v: We claim that v and z must be adjacent. Suppose the contrary: then v; x; y; z together with the neighbour t of x on P induce a house. This house extends to an induced prism (according to Lemma 2); let w denote the common neighbour of t; v; y: Then w does not belong to H because H is bridged. Now, the cycle formed by w and the subpath of P from t to y is shorter than the one formed by v and P; thus contradicting the choice of v; x; y; z: This proves the claim.
Next we show that the larger subgraph H 0 induced by H together with v is also isometric in G: Suppose the contrary: let u be a vertex of H such that the distance of u and v in H 0 exceeds the distance d(u; v) = k 2 in G: As no shortest path from u to v in G can pass through one of the three neighbours x; y; z of v (because H is isometric), the distances d(u; x); d(u; y); d(u; z) are necessarily between k and k + 1: So, we distinguish two cases. A two{connected, weakly median bridged graph is actually either a subhyperoctahedron (and thus a complete graph or a complete graph minus an edge) or K 4 {free, as the following lemma con rms. Lemma 6 . Every prime weakly median graph H containing some K 4 is a subhyperoctahedron.
Proof. Suppose the contrary: then (by Lemmas 2,3, and 5) H is two{connected and bridged but is not a subhyperoctahedron although it contains some K 4 : Extend this K 4 to a maximal induced subhyperoctahedron H 0 ; which is necessarily convex. By the hypothesis, we can nd a vertex z outside H 0 which forms a triangle together with two vertices from H 0 : Now, however, we arrive at a contradiction in that either H 0 fzg would induce a subhyperoctahedron or a forbidden induced subgraph (from Fig. 1 ) would arise. 2
To characterize the two{connected, K 4 { and K 1;1;3 {free bridged graphs via their planar embeddings, we will make use of the following counting argument. Lemma 7. Let G be a nite two{connected plane graph in which all inner faces are triangles and all inner vertices (i.e., the vertices not incident with the outer face) have degrees larger than 5. Then the numbers n 2 and n 3 of vertices with degrees 2 and 3 satisfy the inequality 2n 2 The information on the vertex degrees is turned into the inequality 2m 6(n ? b) + 4(b ? n 2 ? n 3 ) + 3n 3 We are now in position to identify the nite two{connected, K 4 { and K 1;1;3 {free bridged graphs with the plane graphs described in the preceding lemma, when chosing a planar embedding such that the outer face is bounded by the edges contained in exactly one triangle.
For the bridged graphs with the additional properties we construct a planar embedding recursively by employing the dismantling scheme of Anstee and Farber 1] (for a short proof, see 13]): there exists a vertex z dominated by some neighbour y in the sense that every vertex adjacent to z is also adjacent or identical to y: If the degree of z was larger than 3, then y and z together with three common neighbours would either induce K 1;1;3 or include some K 4 ; contrary to the hypothesis. Therefore z has degree 2 or 3. We assume that G has at least four vertices and that the desired planar embeddings can be realized for all proper induced subgraphs which are two{connected.
Case 1: z has exactly two neighbours x and y (which are adjacent).
Then G ? z is a graph of the same kind, to which the induction hypothesis applies. Note that the edge xy belongs to exactly one triangle of G ? z because G is K 4 { and K 1;1;3 {free. Therefore we have chosen a planar embedding of G ?z with xy on the boundary of the outer face. Attaching the triangle x; y; z to G?z so that z lies in the outer face of G?z; we obtain a plane graph with the required properties.
Case 2: z has exactly three common neighbours w; x; and y (such that y is adjacent to w and x).
Then w and x are not adjacent. If G ? z is not two{connected, then y is the unique cut vertex. Moreover, G?fy; zg comprises exactly two components, which together with y induce either K 2 or two{connected subgraphs of G: In any case we can transform and combine the planar embeddings of these subgraphs so that wy and xy lie on one line for which one of the associated closed halfplanes includes G?z: Placing z onto the complementary open halfplane and linking it with w; x; y produces the desired embedding. If G?z is two{connected, then we could chose the planar embedding of G?z right away, with wy and xy lying on the boundary of the outer face (since both edges belong to exactly one triangle of G ? z). Locating z in this outer face we can extend the planar embedding to G; thereby creating two new triangles and turning y into an inner vertex. Consider a minimal path P in G ? z connecting w and x but not passing through y: Then P together with y and z induce a k{wheel with k 6; whence y satis es the degree constraint.
As to the converse, let G be a plane graph satisfying the hypothesis of Lemma 7. We may assume that G has at least four vertices. Consider any triangle of G : together with its interior in the plane it constitutes a plane graph H to which Lemma 7 equally applies. We infer that each vertex of the boundary triangle must have degree 2 in H; that is, H includes no inner vertex. Hence all triangles of G constitute inner faces (and vice versa). In particular, G does not include any K 4 or K 1;1;3 as an induced subgraph. To show that G is bridged, we proceed by induction.
Case 1: There exist two adjacent vertices u and v separating G:
Then necessarily u and v both lie on the boundary of the outer face. We can thus decompose G into two plane subgraphs G 1 and G 2 whose boundaries intersect in the edge uv and cover the boundary of G: Certainly, G 1 and G 2 ful ll the hypothesis of Lemma 7 and hence are bridged by the induction hypothesis. Then G is bridged as well. Then, by Lemma 7, the boundary contains some vertex v of degree 3 in G: Let w; x; y be the neighbours of v: One of the edges vw; vx; vy does not lie on the boundary, say vx: Since vx is thus contained in two triangles, w and y must be adjacent to x: Further, x cannot be a boundary vertex, for otherwise, the edge vx would separate G: Therefore the plane subgraph G ? v is two{connected and inherits its inner faces and inner vertices from G: It follows from the induction hypothesis that G?v is bridged. Suppose that G contains some isometric cycle C of length 2k or 2k + 1 with k 2: Then C includes v; w; y but not x: Substituting v by x creates a cycle in G ? v of the same length. This cycle must have a short cut, so that some vertex z on C is at distance k to v but k ? 1 to x in G (as G ? v is clearly isometric in G). If w and y are at distance k ? 1 to z; then there exist common neighbours w 0 of w and x and y 0 of x and y; both at distance k ? 2 to z; such that either w 0 = y 0 or w 0 and y 0 are adjacent because G ? v is bridged. Then v; w; x; y together with w 0 ; y 0 induce a 4{ or 5{wheel, so that x would become an inner vertex of G with degree smaller than 6, a contradiction. Therefore C must be an odd cycle such that exactly one of w; y is at distance k to z; say w: Then the neighbour u 6 = v of w on C must be adjacent to x because G is bridged. Hence, as C is isometric, we infer that C is a 5{cycle comprising v; w; u; z; y; which together with x induces a 5{wheel, again a contradiction. We conclude that G is bridged.
This completes the proof of the second statement in Theorem 1, characterizing the bridged building stones.
The subsequent Lemmas 8 and 10 are needed to detect amalgams or products within G:
Any gated subset S of G gives rise to a partition W a (a 2 S) of the vertex{set of G; viz., the bre W a of a relative to S consists of all vertices x (including a itself) having a as their gate in S: For adjacent vertices a; b of S; let U ab be the set of vertices from W a which are adjacent to vertices from W b : Lemma 8 . Let S be a gated subgraph of G: Then each bre W a relative to S is gated. There exists an edge between two distinct bres W a and W b if and only if a and b are adjacent. Moreover, for any two adjacent vertices a; b of S; the sets U ab and U ba constitute isomorphic gated subgraphs of G under the canonical isomorphism f ab : U ab ! U ba that maps each vertex in U ab to its unique neighbour in U ba :
Proof. In the case that S consists only of a single edge one could simply copy the proof The cycle space of a graph with edge{set E is the subspace of (GF (2)) E comprising all unions of closed walks. The isometric cycles clearly generate this space. In the presence of weak modularity the triangles and induced 4{cycles generate all isometric cycles, as is easily seen by induction. Recall from Duchet et al. 19] or Jamison 22 ] that a graph is null{ homotopic if its cycle space admits a basis constituted solely of triangles. We then record the following elementary fact. Lemma 9. A weakly modular graph is null-homotopic whenever every induced 4{cycle extends to a 4{wheel.
In case that a proper gated subgraph S of G is two{connected and null{homotopic we can say more about the associated sets U ab : the following lemma constitutes the tool for detecting proper decompositions of non{bipartite weakly median graphs. Proof. First we show that U ab = U ac whenever a; b; c form a triangle in S: Let d(a; x) ; and hence as a is the gate of x in S we infer that z belongs to W c : Therefore z 2 U ca as well as x 2 U ac : Interchanging the roles of a; b; c; this proves U ab = U ac ; U ba = U bc ; U ca = U cb : Now assume that q; r are any distinct neighbours of a in S: Then, as S is two{connected, there exists a path P from q to r not passing through a: By C denote the closed walk from q to r along P and then back to q via the vertex a: To prove that U aq = U ar we proceed by induction on the minimal number k of triangles whose sum gives C (thereby using the null{homotopy of S): By what has just been shown we can assume that k 2: Since P does not include a; there must be some common neighbour s of a and r such that the closed walk from q to s; via a; and then back to q is the (modulo 2) sum of k ? 1 triangles. Then U aq = U as = U ar by virtue of the induction hypothesis. This justi es the shorthand U a for the sets U ab (with b being adjacent to a in S):
We can verify that all sets U a (a 2 S) are actually isomorphic using the same kind of argument: we claim that for every closed walk a 0 ; a 1 ; : : : ; a n ; a 0 the composition f ana 0 f a n?1 an f a n?2 a n?1 : : : f a 0 a 1 is the identity map. Indeed, this is evidently true for triangles (n = 2); by the rst part of the proof. The general case is settled again by induction on the minimal number of triangles adding up to C: In particular, we get a unique isomorphism f rs from U r to U s for any two (not necessarily adjacent) vertices r; s 2 S; obtained by composing the isomorphisms f ab along the edges ab of any path from r to s:
The As to gated amalgamation, the following observation is instrumental. Lemma 11 . Let G be a graph having a scale embedding ' in a hypercube Q: Then every scale embedding of a gated subgraph S of G in some hypercube R extends to a scale embedding of G in some hypercube containing R.
Proof. Let T be the convex hull of the image '(S) in the hypercube Q: For each vertex x of G let x 0 be the gate of x in S: We claim that '(x 0 ) is the gate of '(x) in the subhypercube '(S): Suppose it is not: then some vertex z from T ?'(S) is this gate. Choose any halfspace H of Q with '(x 0 ) 2 H but z = 2 H: Since '(x 0 ) is in the interval between '(x) and '(y) for each y 2 S (as ' is a scale embedding), it follows that H includes '(S) and hence T; yielding a contradiction. This proves the claim. In particular, the distance between the gates in T of two vertices '(w); '(x) from the image of G equals d G (w 0 ; x 0 ): Let U be a subhypercube of Q intersecting T in a single vertex such that the convex hull of T and U is all of Q: Letting ' U denote the scale embedding ' of G in Q followed by the gate map onto U; we thus have To conclude the proof of Theorem 2, we can assume (by Theorem 1) that G is a subhyperoctahedron containing K 4 : The l 1 {embeddability of hyperoctahedra has been established by Assouad 2] . It is easy to see that the 4{octahedron K 2;2;2;2 has a scale 2 embedding in a 4{cube, but the minimum scale for K 1;1;1;1;2 equals 4; see 16, Lemma 7.4.6]. The scale 2 embeddable subhyperoctahedra containing K 4 are thus the subhyperoctahedra K i 1 ;i 2 ;i 3 ;i 4 with 1 i j 2 (j = 1; 2; 3; 4); all of which fail to be l 1 {rigid; cf. 16, Proposition 7. 4.3] . This completes the proof of Theorem 2.
